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My experience with ABM

• Associate Professor of City and Regional Planning 
• BS/MS in system dynamics modeling/environmental 

science 

• PhD focused on land use modeling based on a classic 
cellular automata model 

• Experience with ABM of endangered species, land use 
change, park planning, fisheries, climate negotiations, 
trans-boundary water conflict 

• Currently finishing a book on ABM and environmental 
conflict



First: Some Terminology

• ‘Agent-based modeling’ (ABM) – typical terminology 
• “Individual-based” modeling from ecology (e.g. 

Railsback and Grimm 2005, 2012) 

• All under umbrella of “multi-agent systems” 
– Robotics, networks, lots of other fields 

• ‘Equation-based modeling’ (EBM) – aggregate modeling 
– System dynamics, partial differential equations, etc.

http://www.railsback-grimm-abm-book.com/


What is an agent?

• Any entity (organizational or not) that is “…able to 
act according to its own set of rules and 
objectives.” - Billari et al. (2006, Pg. 3-4) 

• Agent-based modeling implies “agency” or a 
capacity to act in the world. 
– ‘Things’ that make decisions and behave as a unit 

• Households/families 
• Individuals 
• Cars 
• Organizations/groups/coalitions 

– Emirbayer and Mische (1998) offer a much more 
complex definition

http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/3-7908-1721-X_1?LI=true


What is agent-based modeling?

• The computational study of autonomous agents 
that can interact with each other and the 
environment according to rules that are: 
– Simple or complex 
– Deterministic or stochastic 
– Fixed or adaptive 
– Homogeneous or heterogeneous across agents 

• Explicitly represent experience, characteristics, 
decisions, changes, and resource access dynamics 
of individuals

Definitions merged from Billari et al 2006 and Janssen and Ostrom 2006

http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/3-7908-1721-X_1?LI=true
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol11/iss2/art37/


History of Agent-Based Modeling

• John von Neumann’s path breaking work on 
cellular automata (CA) 
– Cells that take on discrete states and react to neighbors 

(local) or global behavior. 
• Later policy applications to racial segregation 

(Schelling 1971) and far beyond 

http://web.mit.edu/rajsingh/www/lab/alife/schelling.html


• Agents to be heterogeneous 
• Decision rules and characteristics can vary 

– Not just the initial states of agents (will discuss more 
later) 

• Not confined to a grid, non-uniform density 
• Can interact with any/all other agents

ABM expands on CA modeling



Representing Agent Behavior

• Classic differential equation methods  
– ‘Subscripting,’ representing the states of individuals, which is 

typical in system dynamics modeling (see Appendix I in Ford 
1999) 

• Discrete objects and rules (most common, ‘classical’ 
technique) 

• Hybrid approaches – e.g. ‘Grid-cell’ modeling  
(Maxwell and Costanza 1997).

http://public.wsu.edu/~forda/AAOpen.html
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0304380097001038?np=y


• Robert Axelrod’s (1981, 1984) famous experiments 
with repeated prisoner’s dilemma 
– Game theoretic exercise where two players could act 

very differently towards each other 
• Simulated key evolutionary benefits of cooperation 

• ABM use has mirrored growth in computing power 
– The direct result of computational and social science 

quantitative revolutions

History of Agent-Based Modeling



Side note: Agent-Based Modeling vs. ‘Models 
of Individuals’

• Many models published describing individual-level 
processes and actions 
– Models of the dynamics of disease, businesses, or 

organizations 
• Individual models do not focus on the interactions 

between individuals  
– These interactions create ‘global’ emergent phenomena



Emergence and Self-Organizing Behavior

• Individual interactions and simple rules create 
complex, macro-scale behaviors 
– Unintentional or ‘emergent’ 
– ‘Self-organizing’ – replicating localized structures 

• E.g. Rules explored by Wolfram (2002)

http://www.wolframscience.com/


Why are people excited about ABM?

• A lot of research fields are working with this 
technique 
– Traffic models, crowds, supermarket shoppers, stock 

market investors, farmers, etc. 
– Innovation diffusion, networks 
– Learning organizations 
– Cultural issues 

• Hopeful that ABMs can act as an integrative 
platform connecting social and physical sciences 
(Robinson et al. (2007).

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17474230701201349


Why are people excited about ABM?

• ‘Bottom-up’ modeling 
– Start with individual behavior to simulate system from 

the ground-up 
– Can explore emergence of larger system structure 

• ABMs can be: 
– Explanatory models for generating theories 
– Exploratory Models for building intuition or discovering 

insights (like SD) models 
• Digital laboratory - test hypotheses and explore alternative 

policies or interventions



Why does agent-based modeling matter?

[ABM] may change our whole notion of scientific theory, which until 
now has been based on the theories of physics. Theories of 
complex systems may never be reducible to simple analytical 
equations, but are more likely to be sets of conceptually simple 
mechanisms (e.g., Darwinian natural selection) that produce 
different dynamics and outcomes in different contexts. 

-Volker Grimm et al. (2005, Pg. 991) 

We spend billions of dollars trying to understand the origins of the 
universe, while we still don’t understand the conditions for a 
stable society, a functioning economy, or peace. 

- Dirk Helbing, ‘Sociophysicist’ (Cho 2009, Pg. 406)

http://www.sciencemag.org/content/310/5750/987.full
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/325/5939/406.summary


When/why should we use ABMs?

• When and why to use ABM or aggregate modeling 
remains a topic of debate 
– In EBM, a single variable represents a property of a 

collection of objects (e.g. avg. interactions between sick 
and susceptible populations) 

• When our natural unit of study is the individual 
• When agents are: 

1.Heterogeneous 
2.Hierarchical – things happen at different scales 
3.Spread over space…especially “complex space” 

• See BenDor and Kaza (2012)

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/sdr.1470/abstract


EBM (SD) vs. ABM

• Space 
• Heterogeneity 
• Model fidelity 
• Model simplicity



Spatial Issues

• EBM (i.e. system dynamics) is not very good at 
dealing with space 
– All activity is lumped together on the head of a pin 
– “Zones” – replicate model, allowing population, 

information, or material movements between zones



Space as Zones

Wils, W., 1974. Metropolitan Population Growth, Land Area, and the Urban Dynamics Model. In: N.J. Mass (Editor), 
Readings in Urban Dynamics. Cambridge, MA: Wright-Allen Press, 103-114.



Space as Zones

Rich (2008) – Foot and Mouth Disease

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/sdr.385/abstract


ABMs and Space

• ABMs help us understand spatial movement across a 
landscape 
– Spread of disease, organisms, or innovations through an 

uneven or irregular space.   
– Explore spatial interaction across networks?  Interrupted 

networks? Dynamic networks? 
• Usefulness of system dynamics deteriorates

! 



Generalized‘Space’ and ABMs

• ABMs help us separate physical and interaction 
spaces 
– Interactionss do not require physical space – e.g. 

disease spreads across flightnetworks 
– Facilitates arbitrary network or spatial topologies 

• Spread of memes/fads/behaviors 
– Cultural‘space’  
– Social ‘distance’



Comparing ABMs with ‘Equation-Based 
Modeling’ (e.g. System dynamics, PDEs)

• What happens when we don’t 
want to think in aggregate 
anymore? 
– SD is aggregate modeling 

• Can look at populations that get sick 
and recover 

• Unable to look at dynamics of 
individuals getting sick and recovering 

• What if heterogeneity matters? 
– Variation of individuals may affect 

broader system dynamics and 
behavior



ABM and Model ‘Fidelity’

• Sometimes it is easier or more correct to model individuals 
– E.g. spread of a disease or behavior  
– Populations don’t get a disease, individuals do 

• Address questions difficult to address with other approaches 
– Individuals switching allegiances or practices 

• Sometimes easier to get information on individuals 
• Avoid ecological fallacy – model individuals rather than 

‘average individual’ 
• Handling discontinuities and heterogeneity 
• Agents can keep secrets 

– Proprietary purposes (participatory modeling) and model fidelity



Elementary my dear Watson…

• SD models are deductive (general rules infer specific 
behavior) 
– Feedback loops model problems at aggregate levels 
– Populations or loops are often the units of analysis 
– Leverage points are in feedback structure of system 

• ABMs are inductive (specific behavior infers general 
rules) 
– System behavior emerges as result of agent interactions 
– Agent is the basic unit of analysis 
– leverage points are found in agent decision rules/

interactions 
• ABMs are reductionist 

– System behavior are observed from actions and interactions of 
the individuals making up the system



Perhaps the most important lesson…

• In summary: ABM augments and provides an 
alternative to aggregate modeling 

• For those ethnographers/participatory modelers: 
– Ethical responsibility to model problems/conflicts using 

appropriate techniques



Why NOT ABM?

• MUCH steeper learning curve than SD modeling 
– Can require considerable coding expertise to develop 

complex models 
• Can require lots of computing resources to run 

models 
• Stochastic models can require lots of simulations 

requires many simulations to evaluate results 
– Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube analysis (parameter 

testing)



• SD paradigm mirrors modern ecological theory 
– The structure of a system produces that system’s 

behavior (Allen and Hoekstra 1992) 
– Behavior is the output of an unseen system that may not 

be robust to extreme conditions 
• U.S. housing collapse – banks not robust to extreme conditions 

• SD constructs system theories based on reference 
data at the system level

EBM: System structure creates system 
behavior

http://books.google.com/books/about/Toward_a_Unified_Ecology.html?id=Aw43QliZrr8C


ABM: Agent behavior creates system 
structure

• Individual behavior creates emergent system 
structure (Grimm et al. 2005) 

• We can understand individual behavior and 
behavioral rules based on patterns: 
– “Patterns are defining characteristics of a system and 

often, therefore, indicators of essential underlying 
processes and structures. Patterns contain information 
on the internal organization of a system, but in a ‘coded’ 
form. The purpose of [pattern oriented modeling] is to 
decode this information.”



Example: HIV Spread (SD)

Susceptible Population Inf ected Population Recov ered Population

Inf ections Recov ery

Recov ery Rate

Dif f usion Rate 
f rom Neighbors Population of  

Neighbors

+

Total Node Population

Inf ected 
Neighbors

Immigration of  
Inf ection



Example: HIV Spread (ABM)

Source: AIDS Model, NetLogo Library



The Nitty-Gritty of ABM

• Components 
• Environment 
• Time 
• Interaction topologies



ABM Components

1. A space, framework or environment in which 
interactions take place 
– Included spatially-explicit information on roads, topography, 

local resources, etc. and the effects these have on 
individual behavior 

2. Agents consisting of: 
– Internal data representations (memory or state)  
– Means for modifying their internal data representations 

(perceptions)  
– Means for modifying their environment (behaviors) 
– Ways of interacting with other agents (interaction rules) 

• Agents can be set up to learn, adapt, and react to 
other agents’ actions



The Environment

• Often spatial – 2D grid of locations (can be 3D) 
• Sites (“patches”) can have variables to store environment state 

– Ex: occupied, grassLevel, toxinConcentration  
• Dynamics independent of agents / “the biophysics” of the world 

– growGrass() ,   diffuse(toxin),     
• Agents interact with environment 

– Ask for information:    isSiteOccupied(),   getListOfNeighbors() 
– Change state of world:  getInfected(),   moveTo(x,y),    getTreated(x,y) 

• Spatial biases or lack of perception can be represented by 
constraining agent actions 
– Only sense local information 
– Only affect / move to local sites 

• Non-spatial environment:  “globally available” information 
– Ex: govSpendingOnEducation



Think like an agent!

• Who is asking me to do what?   
• What do I know?     
• Who can I ask for information? 
• What actions-options do I have?    
• How do I choose? 
• How do I learn ?      
• Do I have offspring? 

• 10-15 minute exercise:  
– Team up with a partner and create a (conceptual) sheep and 

wolf agent



Adaptive Behavior

• Agent behavior is a function of its “behavioral 
rules” (procedures) and its current state, neighbors’ 
state, environment state 

• Agent’s can adapt (change behavior) when/if : 
– Conditional behavior changes because:  

• Agent’s own state changes (e.g. if unhappy, then move)  
• Neighbor agents change 
• Environment state changes 

– Learning – individual agents change behavioral rules based on 
experience  

– Evolution – population changes: new agents with new rules, 
etc. 



ABM Temporal Issues

• Which agents do which actions (procedures) in 
what order? 

• When is the environment state updated? 
• How is model time related to “real world” time? 
• How are “rates” of different model components 

related to each other?



ABM Temporal Issues

• Discrete Time – agents activated each discrete step 
(random order) 
– Synchronous update:  All change state “instantaneously” 

• Based on same information about previous state 
• Like playing Rock-Paper-Scissors! 

– Asynchronous update: One agent acts and changes state 
• Then next acts based on updated state, then next, etc.  

• Discrete event:  time advances as “events” (agent 
actions) happen 
– Order is stochastically determined



Agent Interaction ‘Topologies’

• Who interacts with whom? 
• “Traditional” assumptions: 

– Complete mixing:  everyone interacts with all others 
– Random mixing:  interact with uniform random sample 

• Complex systems approaches often include: 
– Spatial bias:  higher probability interact with spatial neighbors 
– Social network bias:  higher probability interact with family, 

friends, … 
• Often include combinations of spatial / social interactions



Agent Heterogeneity: Typology or 
Distribution?

• Typologies: allow us to test theoretical 
categorizations 
– E.g. risk adverse/risk takers 
– Married/in a relationship/single 
– Do agents actually optimize their behavior? Are we 

really ‘homo-economicus’?  (Cho 2009) 
• Utility optimizers/’satisficers’ (Simon 1956) 

• Distributions: there are no ‘types’ of agents, just 
tiny differences throughout a probability distribution 
– Allow us to represent near-infinite heterogeneity

http://www.sciencemag.org/content/325/5939/406.summary
http://doi.library.cmu.edu/10.1184/pmc/simon/box00063/fld04854/bdl0001/doc0001


Empirically informed ABMs

• Janssen and Ostrom (2006) and Robinson et al. 
(2007)  overview techniques for using real-world 
data in ABMs 
– Selecting factors to include in model 
– Set model parameter values and initial conditions 
– Data for model evaluation (micro- and macro-level 

outcomes) 
• Laboratory experiments 
• Case studies – qualitative analysis 
• Roleplaying games 

– Amazing work by CIRAD Companion Modeling Group

http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol11/iss2/art37/
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17474230701201349
http://cormas.cirad.fr/ComMod/en/index.htm


ABM Software

• Contentious statement: SD software has not 
advanced substantially in the last 20 years 

• ABM software has exploded – see Railsback et al. 
(2006) review 
– Swarm (Santa Fe Institute) 
– Repast (University of Chicago) 
– AnyLogic (expensive!) 

• See Nate Osgood’s slides and tutorials 
– NetLogo (Northwestern University/MIT)
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http://sim.sagepub.com/content/82/9/609.abstract
http://repast.sourceforge.net/
http://www.anylogic.com/
http://www.cs.usask.ca/~osgood/
http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/


SWARM (www.swarm.org)

“Swarm is a software 
package for multi-agent 
simulation of complex 
systems, originally 
developed at the Santa Fe 
Institute. Swarm is intended 
to be a useful tool for 
researchers in a variety of 
disciplines. The basic 
architecture of Swarm is the 
simulation of collections of 
concurrently interacting 
agents: with this 
architecture, we can 
implement a large variety of 
agent based models.” 



RePast (REcursive Porous Agent Simulation 
Toolkit)

“Our goal with RePast is to 
move beyond the 
representation of agents as 
discrete, self-contained 
entities in favor of a view of 
social actors as permeable, 
interleaved and mutually 
defining, with cascading and 
recombinant motives. We 
intend to support the 
modeling of belief systems, 
agents, organizations and 
institutions as recursive 
social constructions.”

RePast Simphony – combining RePast power with NetLogo simplicity

http://repast.sourceforge.net/repast_simphony.php


Starlogo (http://education.mit.edu/starlogo/)

“StarLogo is a programmable modeling environment for 
exploring the workings of decentralized systems -- systems 
that are organized without an organizer, coordinated without 
a coordinator. With StarLogo, you can model (and gain 
insights into) many real-life phenomena, such as bird flocks, 
traffic jams, ant colonies, and market economies.” 

http://education.mit.edu/portfolio_page/starlogo-tng/


Object-Oriented Programming has Driven 
ABM

• Most ABM software platforms are build in object-oriented 
languages 
– E.g. Java, Smalltalk, or C++  

• Modular and hierarchical approach to modeling 
– Unlike traditional procedural languages.  

• Provide data structures efficient for ABM 
• Computer language itself ‘thinks’ in terms of objects and 

agents 
• Allow "inheritance"  

– One data-structure (e.g. individual) is given the same underlying 
data-structure as all others of a particular type (e.g. species), 

– This allows modelers to set up a class of objects with similar basic 
properties, but allows differences between them 

• Individuals are in same ethnic group, but they have sub-classes such as 
gender



…Java is been a major driver of ABM

• Repast is a set of useful JAVA libraries 
– So you must be a Java programmer 

• AnyLogic literally translates interface commands 
into Java 

• NetLogo is a higher level language than Java / C++ 
– Easier to learn – language is designed for ABM 
– “Abstracts” away minutiae like memory management, 

etc.



NetLogo

• http://ccl.northwestern.edu/
netlogo/ 

• Free, (mostly) open source 
• Large and highly instructive 

library of sample models 
• High level programming 

language that is (relatively) easy 
to learn 

• Huge user/support community 
• Links to GIS, SD Modeler, 

Hubnet, BehaviorSpace, web-
based apps Model of the rebellion of a 

subjugated population against a 
central authority. This is is an 
adaptation of Joshua Epstein's 
model of civil violence (2002).

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/


Let’s Play with NetLogo!

1. Download NetLogo onto your own computers if 
you like 
– Small, open source software package 
– http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/ 

2. Check out a simple NetLogo Tutorial 
– http://www.unc.edu/~bendor/

Doursay_NetLogo_Tutorial.pdf 

• On your own: see the full NetLogo Tutorial 
– http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/tutorial1.html

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/
http://www.unc.edu/~bendor/Doursay_NetLogo_Tutorial.pdf
http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/tutorial1.html


ABM Creation: Things to Consider

1. What questions is the model being designed to 
answer? 
– What issues/problems do you want to explain or 

understand? 
2. What kind of model is desired / required / possible? 

– Exploratory Models – simple / abstract “stylized facts”  
– More “realism” – real-world data for parameters 
– Model specific situations – lots of data for initial state, etc. 

• E.g. CIRAD models



ABM Creation: Things to Consider

3. Start with a Conceptual Model 
– What types of agents?   What do they do?  How do they decide? 

• Sketches, not details  
– What data do agents need to have?   
– What is the environment, its state and dynamics (if any)? 
– How do agents interact with each other and the environment? 
– What to include?  What to leave out? 

4. Implementation of conceptual model as computational ABM 
– Lots of choices / ways to implement same conceptual model 

5. Choose language / platform 
6. Start from available program if you can!   

– For NetLogo: Use tutorials, sample models, and GOOGLE!



Good ABM ‘Programming’ Rules

1. K.I.S.S - KEEP IT SIMPLE, SILLY (‘STUPID’) 
– Model is like a political cartoon – focus on some aspects of the 

world 
• Other parts are overly simple or ignored. 

• Avoid temptation to add too much detail 
• Follow Occam’s Razor in building models – the simpler, the 

better 
• “It seems that perfection is reached not when there is nothing 

left to add, but when there is nothing left to take away.” 
-Antoine de Saint Exupéry, Terre des Hommes (1939) 

• Implement program stepwise, as a series of versions 
– Version 0: few components — probably too simple 

• Include only the one or two key components/mechanisms 
– Version 1 or 2 – add or complicate components only as needed



2) Design Guidelines

•Use O.D.D. Protocol (Overview, Design concepts, and 
Details) 
•Designed by Grimm et al. (2006) to create standard 
way of describing and documenting models 
•Open ABM Consortium

http://www.openabm.org/standards


Good ABM ‘Programming’ Rules:  
3) Document Everything

• For others - sharing/publishing models 
• For yourself - otherwise you may forget why you did 

what you did! 
• Comments in model code 

– General comments about overall model structure 
– At start of each procedure  

• Write it before writing procedure - guide your coding 
• Describe anything “tricky”  

• Notebook files  
– Model design / implementation decisions 
– Model testing and experiments - “How did I generate those 

results”?
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Good ABM ‘Programming’ Rules

4. Validation 
– Does model fit data or known behavior? 
– Does model have ‘face validity’ with stakeholders? 

• Social validation! 
– Check micro-dynamics, not just aggregate results
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Other Tips for Improving Models

• MAKE MODELS understandable & de-buggable 
– Use indentation (horizontal spacing) to emphasize program 

“structure” 
• Take advantage of our eyes pattern recognition capabilities 

• Name variables and procedures in some standard way 
– Case matters!  Easier to read, understand and guess names 

• Procedure definitions should be short 
– Complicated procedures should call sub-procedures 

• Be Consistent!



Questions?

Todd BenDor 
Department of City and 
Regional Planning 
bendor@unc.edu 
919-962-4760

mailto:bendor@unc.edu

